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BMP Verification Program- Batiuk 

 Spano- intent to have this fully integrated? 

 Yes, part of what we have built for years. Worked through entire process with details of how its 

tracked, verified etc. Takes it from installation with credit and assurance it is working the way 

envisioned 

 Montali- looking to workgroup for writing of protocols? 

 Yes, will see in next few slides 

 Spano- how is growth lag fit into assessment? 

 Won’t get that in BMP efficiency, but in evolution of modeling and understanding of system. 

Science lags but USGS is working this out for watershed 

 Spano- integration of stormwater and wastewater 

 See last 3 slides for request to workgroup 

 Montali- would like workgroup to endorse some of the things already in WV WIP. Look forward 

to being part of this process. 

 Can share AGWG and USWG protocols to show what is taking place in other groups. It can be 

night and day but will work to develop template including flexibility 

 Montali- share some principles for us to base principles off of so wgs have idea of what to work 

with but with flexibility where needed 

Update on Data Reporting System- Hurd 
 Streamlining and updating process to capture PS data 

 Completed first step, integrating enterprise database 

 Working to get info into the system/ testing over next few months 

 Zhou- have most of 2011 data in, waiting on a few expected in next few weeks 

Update on Septic Expert Panel- Sievers 
 Panel finalized 

 Next call to be held Feb 14th 

 Please provide any documentation you might have for the group 

Update on STAC Workshop- Spano 
 Agreed on date- May 16th in Richmond VA 

 Virginia Water Environment was having workshop and decided to partner 

Update on the new Bay Program Website- Kilbert 
 Please check and confirm contact information provided on newly launched version of 

chesapeakebay.net 

Meeting Adjourned 
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